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 Rhythm Divine - Enrique Iglesias

[Intro]
| G | Dm | F C | G | Dm |

F        C      G
Feel the rhythm

[Verse 1]
         Am
From the coast of Italia to the island of Capri
                                    G          F
all the way to Kuala Lumpur, I will follow you wherever you may be
         Am
From the moment that I saw you, knew my heart could not be free
                                                 G        F
I have to hold you in my arms now, but there can never be another for me

[Chorus]
      G           Dm             F           C          G
All I need is the rhythm divine, lost in the music your heart will be mine
                  Dm                 F       C       G
All I need is the look in your eyes, viva la musica, say you ll be mine

[Verse 2]
         Am
When you feel the heat of passion, can you taste the love s sweet wine
                                  G                      F
Join the dancing as it happens, tomorrow I ll skip right out of your life
       Am
As the music drives you closer, and you ve fallen on my spell
                                           G              F
I will catch you in my arms now, well then I can take you so no one can tell

[Chorus]
      G           Dm             F           C          G
All I need is the rhythm divine, lost in the music your heart will be mine
                  Dm                 F       C       G                  Am
All I need is the look in your eyes, viva la musica, say you ll be mine

[Bridge]
Am
Gonna have this feeling forever! Gonna live this moment together!
G            F             C                Am
Nothing else matters, just you and the night

Gonna want the wings of desire! Now the rhythm s taking you higher!



G          F          Em
No one can stop us comparing it all
Dm                Am
You are my heart, you are my soul

[Chorus]
      G           Dm             F           C          G
All I need is the rhythm divine, lost in the music your heart will be mine
                  Dm                 F       C       G
All I need is the look in your eyes, viva la musica, say you ll be mine

[Chorus]
      G           Dm             F           C          G
All I need is the rhythm divine, lost in the music your heart will be mine
                  Dm                 F       C       G
All I need is the look in your eyes, viva la musica, say you ll be mine

[Outro]
                       Dm                       F         C
Can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm
G
burning, burning?
                       Dm                       F         C
Can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm
G
burning, burning?
                       Dm                       F         C
Can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm
G
burning, burning?
                       Dm                       F         C
Can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm, can you feel the rhythm
G
burning, burning? 


